
Alumni Thoughts
“The mathematical methods I learned in my physics courses at
Western, and the experimental techniques in optics and solid state
physics, are something I use almost every day in my position here.
Having worked in a closely interactive environment with the faculty
there helps me even yet in my collaboration with other senior person-
nel at my institute.The computer skills I learned in the department’s
computer and microcomputer applications courses helped me land this
interview, and a very rewarding salary.”

James J. Murray
Oceanography Programmer Analyst

“The physics graduate program atWestern was exactly what I needed
to be able to quickly understand my potential buyers’ research or
engineering programs and get them set up with the proper laboratory
equipment in an efficient manner. I still use my notes from physics
courses to explain the terminology of some of our equipment to
potential buyers. I couldn’t have done without the electronics and
computer experience I gained atWIU. I wouldn’t even have been
interviewed for this position. I owe my dream job toWestern’s physics
graduate program.”

Anthony Zilic
Electronics/Electro-Optics Application and Sales Engineer

“The size of Western’s physics graduate program and the friendliness
and cooperative helpfulness of its faculty made for an excellent
learning environment.The emphasis on the basics is still something
that stands me in good stead in my everyday class preparation.
Friendliness and helpfulness among the students and faculty is a
model I still hold up before my students even today.”

Win Htwe
Instructor of Physics/Junior College
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Physics Graduate Program
The Department of Physics atWIU offers a program of
graduate study leading to the Master of Science Degree in
Physics. Our approach is designed to be flexible enough to
allow students even with different undergraduate backgrounds
the opportunity to prepare themselves for careers or further
study in the field of physics.

The physics department MS program provides the advantage of
a caring, small department atmosphere with very committed
professors, together with the opportunity to participate in
cutting-edge research projects that will prepare the graduate
student for challenging Ph.D. programs in top research
universities or competitive jobs after graduation.

The Master of Science in Physics can be earned by one of three
degree plans: internship, thesis, or coursework. In each of
these, students must complete at least the minimum required
semester hours including all of the core courses. For more
information about the coursework in the different study plans,
visit the department website (www.wiu.edu/physics).

Ongoing Research Programs
Presently, the department has specific ongoing research
programs in theoretical and experimental physics.The
experimental research is in the areas of solid state physics
related to the study of magnetoelastic materials,
superconductors and carbon nanotubes by using magnetic
force microscopy, and Raman spectroscopy; and in the area of

in theWIU School of Graduate and International Studies,
309/298-1806, www.wiu.edu/grad, and theWIU Financial
Aid office, 309/298-2446, www.fa.wiu.edu.

Accommodations
Modestly-priced living accommodations that provide an
atmosphere conducive to graduate studies are available on
campus.There are 336 apartments on campus for single
graduates, married students, and students with children.
Efficiency, one-bedroom, and two bedroom apartments are
available.Two-bedroom apartments are reserved for married
students and single parents.A variety of off-campus housing
arrangements is available including apartments, houses, and
condominiums. Listings of off-campus rentals may be obtained
in the StudentTenant Office located in the University Union.

For those graduate students who commute, Student
Residential Programs offers room rentals by the week, month,
or semester.These rooms are available from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.And for those commuters who must
spend the night, rooms are available at affordable rates.

The GoWestTransit bus system provides students with safe,
efficient, effective, and competitively priced public
transportation. Its purpose is to transport students from their
residences to the core areas of theWIU campus, and from
their residences to local Macomb merchants.

Admission Requirements
Candidates should have completed a bachelor’s degree with a
major in physics. Students applying to the physics graduate
program who have not majored in physics for their
undergraduate degree may have to remedy some deficiencies in
their undergraduate preparation according to recommendations
of the Departmental Graduate Committee. Courses taken to
make up deficiencies will not be counted toward the minimum
of hours required for the Master of Science in Physics degree.
The Graduate Record Examination is not required in physics.

atomic, molecular and optical physics (AMO physics), related
to the study and control of molecular dynamics in ultrafast
intense laser fields and to high-resolution ultraviolet
spectroscopy of biomolecules and their hydrated clusters.The
theoretical research is in the areas of high energy physics with
applications to cosmology and particle astrophysics; and in
computational physics, related to the study of magnetoelastic
effects in materials, as well as the design and characterization
of Paul radio-frequency ion traps for applications in atomic and
optical physics.

Close collaborations and faculty interactions with other nearby
universities and national laboratories allow for students to
conduct internships, gain research experience and even do
thesis work in areas not available within our department.

Our faculty members hold advanced degrees from prestigious
universities and bring to our program a rich and varied
experience in research and teaching. Our professors actively
engage in research, seminar presentation, publication efforts,
and educational outreach programs to the public.They share a
strong commitment to our students and a promise to easy
accessibility.They are dedicated to quality teaching and com-
prehensive training for all of our graduate students.

Financial Assistance
Graduate assistantships provide a monthly stipend and a tuition
waiver as well as a small office within Currens Hall, and are
awarded on an academically competitive basis. Applications
are available from the Department of Physics office,
Currens Hall 212, Macomb, IL 61455 (phone:
309/298-1596).Work assignments for these awards involve
both research and teaching experience. Experience is usually
gained in working with and supervising undergraduate
students in educational laboratory setups, and by doing
state-of-the-art research.

Financial assistance is also available through the University in
the forms of loans and grants. Special financial assistance
opportunities are also available for minority graduate students.
Application materials and complete information are available


